
 

Vegetable Pasta Salad 
 
Ingredients: 
 
1 pkg. (12 oz.) Tricolor Rotini    Green Goddess Salad Dressing 
1 cup Frozen Sweet Peas    1 small crown fresh Broccoli 
2 stalks Celery      1 small Red Bell Pepper 
1 small red onion     1 – 2 Scallions 
2 tbsps. Extra Virgin Olive Oil    1 tsp. Goya Adobo or to taste 
 

Directions: 
 
1. Cut off the ends of 2 celery stalks and rinse off thoroughly. Cut each stalk in half lengthwise and dice 
them into smaller pieces. Set the diced celery aside. 
 
2. Rinse and dice 1 red bell pepper. Set the diced red bell pepper aside. 
 
3. Cut off the root of 1 – 2 scallions. Rinse thoroughly and dice. Set the diced scallions aside. 
 
4. Cut the broccoli crown into small sized florets. Cut up at least 1 – 1 ½ cups worth and set the broccoli 
florets aside. 
 
5. Dice 1 small red onion and set aside about ¼ cup worth. 
 
6. Cook rotini according to package directions being sure to salt the water. Add about 1 tbsp. of 
vegetable oil to the water as well. When there is about 3 minutes remaining of the cooking time, add in 
1 cup of frozen sweet peas and mix thoroughly. Continue to cook until the pasta has become tender. 
 
7. Right before draining the pasta, add in the broccoli florets. This is to quickly blanch them. Do not let it 
sit in the hot boiling water for no more than 20 – 30 seconds. Drain immediately and pour cold water 
over the pasta/pea/broccoli mixture in order to cool it down. 
 
8. Transfer the cooled drained mixture into a large bowl. Add about 1 tsp. Adobo or to taste and 2 tbsps. 
extra virgin olive oil. Mix thoroughly. 
 
9. Add in all the vegetables: celery, red bell pepper, scallions, and red onions. Mix thoroughly. 
 
10. When you are ready to serve, pour in Green Goddess dressing to your desired amount of 
creaminess. You can further chill it in the refrigerator or serve immediately.  


